ABSTRACT In oil pipeline leak detection and location, noise in the pressure signal collected at the end of the pipeline affects the accuracy of leak detection and the error of leakage location. To reduce the noise interference, an improved local mean decomposition signal analysis method is proposed. The production functions (PFs) that are related to the leak signal can be exacted, and it is necessary to know the characteristics of leak signals or noise in advance. According to the cross-correlation function, there is a significant peak between the measured signals, which are decomposed into a number of PFs. These reconstructed principal PF components are obtained, and a wavelet analysis is used to remove the noise in the reconstructed signal. On this basis, the signal features are extracted according to the time-domain feature and the waveform feature, which are input into the least squares twin support vector machine (LSTSVM), to recognize pipeline leaks. According to the reconstructed signal after wavelet denoising, the time-delay estimate of the negative pressure signal at the end of the pipeline is obtained by the cross-correlation function, and the leak location is ultimately calculated by combining the time delay with the leak signal propagation velocity. A flow model for pipeline leakage is proposed based on the Flowmaster software, where the collected data of the different working conditions are processed. The experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively identify different working conditions and accurately locate the leakage point.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leakage from oil pipelines causes economic losses, contributes to environmental pollution, and is a threat to human health. With the rapid development of oil and gas pipeline networks, leaks may occur frequently due to aging pipelines, corrosion, weld defects and third-party damage [1] . Therefore, it is critical to research on pipeline leakage identification and location to ensure the safe operation of pipelines.
There are many methods for pipeline leak detection and location, which are mainly divided into hardware-based methods and software-based methods [2] , [3] . Hardwarebased methods primarily require equipment to detect fluid leaks and locate leakage points, such as optical fibers [4] , cable sensors [5] , magnetic flux leakage [6] , etc. However, software-based methods primarily require fluid pressure, flow rate and other signals to detect fluid leaks and locate leakage points, such as negative pressure waves [7] , mass balance methods, real-time model methods [8] , [9] , etc.
The pressure signals collected at the pipeline ends are nonlinear and non-stationary. The features of pressure signals that are the most effective parameters to reflect the characteristics of the various operation conditions are extracted and selected, as they are significant in improving the leakage alarm rate and reducing the false alarm rate [10] , [11] . The pressure signals are collected in the pipeline surroundings, as they often contain significant noise and interference, which directly affects the application effect of the negative pressure wave. Therefore, the signals must be noise-reduced before leak detection can occur. If conducting leak signal processing with a traditional de-noising method, small leakage features will usually be used to filter out noise, thus, the method can cause missed alarms and faulty alarms. Wavelet de-noising can suppress the external disturbances in the collected signals, but this method must choose the appropriate wavelet basis function [12] . Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) methods can self-adaptively decompose the signal into a list of intrinsic mode functions (IMF), each of which highlights the local characteristics of the signal, and the residual components reflect the slow change of the signal. The original signal feature can be extracted by analyzing these components. In reference [13] , an improved EMD noise reduction method was proposed without the knowledge of the characteristics of leak signal or noise, and can obtain a more accurate delay time peak and higher leakage location precision. Although the EMD method has been widely applied to various fields, it has many problems such as the boundary effect, mode mixing, and envelope undershoot. For more complex signals, the accuracy of EMD decomposition is reduced.
The LMD method is a new type of non-linear and nonstationary signals processing method, which is similar to the EMD method but is improved compared to EMD in some aspects. The LMD method can be used to adaptively decompose any complicated multi-component signal into a range of product functions (PFs). The PFs component not only preserve more frequency, but also envelope more information than EMD. The LMD method is suitable for analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary signals, so it is used as a timefrequency analysis tool for EEG signal processing, machinery fault diagnosis and other fields [14] , [15] . According to the report in [16] , a small gas leak signal was decomposed by LMD, and then the PFs kurtosis values were calculated. According to these values, the envelope spectrum entropy, which was used as the leakage feature, was input the SVM to select the principle PF components, and the different leak apertures were identified. However, the LMD method is greatly influenced by noise, and is unable to correctly decompose the desired PF component [17] .
Features of the vibration signals along the pipeline were extracted, and then the features were input into the SVM to achieve the operating conditions. The results showed that the method has higher recognition accuracy [18] . Recently, the Twin Support Vector Machine [19] - [21] , representing one of the new emerging machine learning approaches suitable for both classification and regression problems, has been widely researched. It is four times faster than traditional SVM, and similar to traditional SVM, it has the advantage of small sample learning, and good generalization ability. The TWSVM and improved TWSVM have been used in pattern recognition and classification [22] - [24] . LSTSVM is faster and shows enhanced generalization performance. In place of solving a pair of complex QPPs, LSTSVM generates two non-parallel hyper-planes by solving two linear equations, so the computational complexity is simplified and the operation speed is improved [25] , [26] .
Leak location belongs to time delay estimation [27] . When pipeline leaks occur, due in part to differential pressure between the inside and outside of the pipeline, the rapid loss of fluid leaks may occur while the pressure drop and the liquid on both sides of the leak point can quickly add to the leak point. This process transmits upstream and downstream in turns, which produces a negative pressure wave (NPW) of a certain speed... To calculate the leak location, we must typically obtain the pressure signal time delay between the upstream and downstream sensors caused by the leak and NPW propagation velocity. The generalized correlation analyses method is adopted for leak location [28] .
This paper proposed that pressure signals that are collected at the pipeline ends in the different working conditions can be decomposed into a list of PFs based on LMD. According to the correlation peak analysis of each component with the reference signal, the components with more information are selected as the main PF component, and the pressure signals are reconstructed. Furthermore, the reconstructed signals are de-noised by wavelet analysis, and the features of the signals are extracted according to the characteristics of the time domain and the waveform. The features are input into the LSTSVM to identify pipeline leaks. On the basis of this analysis, the time delay estimation is calculated by the generalized correlation analysis method, and it is adopted for leak location.
II. PIPELINE LEAKAGE FEATURES EXTRACTION BASED ON LMD AND WAVELET ANALYSIS A. LOCAL MEAN DECOMPOSITION METHOD
Local mean decomposition is used to decompose nonstationary and non-linear signals into a set of PF components, each of which is the product of an envelope signal and a frequency modulated (FM) signal. A detaileds introduction of the LMD algorithm can be found in [29] and [30] . Based on LMD, any complicated signal can be reconstructed according to
where k is the number of PF components and r k (t) is the residue. It can be seen from expression (1) that the original signal x(t) can be reconstructed by all the PFs and a residual r k (t), so LMD ensures the information integrity of the complicated signal x(t); thus, LMD contributes by making it efficient to extract useful and comprehensive signal change information.
B. IMPROVED LMD NOISE CANCELLATION
In the existing LMD noise cancellation methods, assuming a desired signal isx(t) and a noise n(t), the measured signal is x(t) in expression (2) . x(t) is decomposed with LMD according to expression (1), taking into account this representation (1) . In fact, in noise cancellation, the goal is to find ax(t) approximately equal to the desired signalx(t). When x(t) is a low-frequency signal and n(t) is a high-frequency signal, after removing parts of the high-frequency PFs,x(t) is achieved as expression (3).
x(t) =x(t) + n(t)
(2)
If the desired signal is the low-frequency signal and the noise and the disturbance are the high-frequency signals, we can accurately reconstruct the original signal by removing part of the high-frequency signals.
When the frequency band of the desired signal change and each frequency band contain the desired signal, the method can remove the noise and desired signal. If the desired signal and noise signals are random signals of characteristics of the unknown, the measured signal is used for decomposition and will not be able to distinguish if the PF component contains either the desired signal or the noise signal. Therefore the method cannot effectively select the PF containing the desired signal.
In oil pipeline leak detection and location, the characteristics of leak signals and noise are unknown and are changed by various pipeline states (pipeline sizes, pipeline thickness, materials, etc.) and surroundings. The existing LMD de-noising methods cannot be used for decomposition and reconstruction of measured signals directly due to a lack of knowledge of leak signals and noise, so the methods will not be able to extract the feature of leak signals accurately. An adaptive de-noising method is proposed based on LMD to extract the features of leak signals and noise.
The collected pressure signals at the pipeline ends contain the noise and disturbances which are considered unrelated. When the upstream pressure signal x A (t) is used as a measured signal, the downstream pressure signal x B (t) is used as a reference signal (and vice versa). According to the crosscorrelation analysis between the reference signal and the PFs of the measured signal, the PFs containing leak signal can be extracted.
The collected pressure signals are x A (t) and x B (t), which are denoted by expression (4).
wherex(t) is the leak original signal, α and β are the attenuation factors of the leak original signal propagating along the pipeline, τ 1 and τ 2 are propagation time delay of leak original signals in two collected pressure signals, and n 1 and n 2 are external noises, which are mutually unrelated.
The desired PF components of a measured signal are correlated with the reference signal in the correlation analysis. According to expression (5), the cross-correlation functions between the PFs of the measured signal x A (t) and the reference signal x B (t) are calculated, and each PF of the measured signal x A (t) with the reference signal x B (t) are cross-correlation analyzed. In other words, each PF of x A (t) containing the leak signal while x B (t) containing noise are cross-correlation analyzed. R 1i is the cross-correlation function corresponding to the i-th PF. In equation (6) , the computational formula of cross-correlations can be used to identify the PFs containing either the components of the leak signal or noises, where b noise i is the PF containing noise and b signal i is the PF containing leak signal. Because the cross-correlation function is zero when the PF contains only noise, the corresponding PF will not be selected. If the crosscorrelation function is non-zero, the PF will be reserved.
In adaptive de-noising, the reconstructed signalx(t) is described byx
In actual working conditions, the cross-correlation function of two unrelated measures of the pressure signals is not absolutely zero. However, at a certain time delay value, the cross-correlation function of two related signals will have a remarkable peak. Therefore the presence of a remarkable peak in a cross-correlation function can be selected by the PFs.
When the cross-correlation function has a remarkable peak, the majority of the data are far less than the peak (maximum) in the cross-correlation function. When the cross-correlation function has no obvious peak, there is no significant difference (they are approximately equal) between the maximum value and minimum value. Based on this distinction, the definition δ is used to select PFs, which can be written as:
where δ < 1, and when the cross-correlation function has an obvious peak, δ is larger. When the cross-correlation function has not a significant peak, δ is smaller. When δ ≥ δ 0 , it means the cross-correlation function has an obvious peak. By selecting threshold δ 0 , we can reserve the corresponding PFs that contain leak information signals. In this paper, we chose the threshold δ 0 = 0.6.
C. WAVELET ANALYSIS
Currently, wavelet analysis is considered to be one of the most powerful tools for the analysis of non-stationary signals, as it shows the different characteristics of signals which contain VOLUME 5, 2017 noise in the time domain and frequency domain. First, the collected signals use wavelet transform to decompose the signal into different time domains and frequency domains. Second, the wavelet coefficients corresponding to noise are removed. Finally, through wavelet analysis, and the signal is reconstructed, and the goal of wavelet de-noising is accomplished. A detailed introduction of wavelet analysis can be seen in [31] and [32] . Although the measured signal is decomposed and reconstructed by the improved LMD, noise is inevitable at some frequency domains. Because wavelet analysis has good performance in both the time domain and frequency domain, in the process of signaling, wavelet analysis is used for de-noising the reconstructed signal. In this way, the noise can be further suppressed, the original signal is restored, and the exact position of the falling edge of the pressure signals at the ends of pipeline is determined. The flowchart of the pressure signal analysis and location based on improved LMD is shown in Fig. 1. x A is the measured signal, x B is the reference signal, andx A andx B are the reconstructed signals based on improved LMD and wavelet analysis.
D. FEATURES EXTRACTION USING IMPROVED LMD AND WAVELET ANALYSIS
In an oil pipeline, the pressure fluctuation contains abundant information at the pipeline ends under leakage and different working conditions. When the working condition is changed, the amplitude of pressure waveform will change accordingly.
Under normal operation pressure, the pressure signals at the ends of a pipeline show random fluctuation. However, when leakage occurs, the pressure signals drop slowly, and when regulating valves are actuated, the pressure signals show a significantly larger jump [33] . According to this phenomenon, the transient process of pressure drops with different working conditions are selected as the object of feature extraction [34] . In this paper, the feature parameters of the leakage signal are extracted with the time domain feature and waveform feature.
In the time domain feature, when leakage occurs, the time domain waveform of the negative pressure wave signal contains a significant amount of leakage information. The average amplitude can reflect the size of the negative pressure wave caused by leakage, and the effective value can reflect the magnitude of the vibration energy. The average amplitude and the effective value are respectively denoted by expressions (9) and (10) .
In expressions (9) and (10), X am is the average amplitude, E is the effective value, x i is the waveform amplitude, and n is data size.
In the waveform feature, kurtosis is used to characterize the distribution of the leakage pressure wave amplitude, and the pulse factor can reflect the feature of the pressure waveform change under sudden leakage. The peak coefficient can also be used to reflect the change of signal amplitude. In the kurtosis, the pulse factor and the peak coefficient can be obtained as follows:
In expressions (11), (12) and (13), X k is the kurtosis, X imf is the pulse factor, F is the peak coefficient, x i is waveform amplitude, and n is data size.
Based on the analysis of the negative pressure wave in the time domain feature and the waveform feature, five characteristics are extracted as the feature values of different working conditions.
III. IDENTIFICATION OF PIPELINE LEAKS BASED ON LSTSVM
SVM is a learning algorithm derived from the statistical learning theory, which shows superior performance for dealing with high dimensional and nonlinear problems. SVM is widely used in the field of fault diagnosis. The fault feature is input into SVM for the purpose of fault identification.
Twin support vector machines (TWSVM) generate two nonparallel hyper-planes by solving two smaller-sized Quadratic Programming Problems (QPPs), so that each hyper-plane is closer to one class and as far as possible from the other. The concept of solving two smaller-sized QPPs replaces a single larger-sized QPP in SVM, which makes the learning of the TWSVM four times faster than the traditional SVM, whereas the Least Squares Twin Support Vector Machine (LSTSVM) uses two non-parallel hyperplanes by solving two linear equations instead of two QPPs as in TWSVM, and shows better generalization performance while being faster than the conventional TWSVM. In this paper, the nonlinear LSTSVM is used to identify the different working conditions.
Consider a data set D containing matrix A(m 1 data points that belong to class +1) and matrix B(m 2 data points that belong to class −1). Thus, the size of matrix A is m 1 × n and matrix B is m 2 × n, where n is the dimension of feature space.
The two hyper-planes are obtained by solving a pair of LSTSVM-type QPPs as follows:
and
where D = A B ; c 1 , c 2 > 0; e is a vector of ones of appropriate dimensions; ξ and η are slack variables; and K is an arbitrary kernel function. The solution of QPPs (14) and (15) can be derived as follows:
where
After obtaining µ 1 , µ 2 , γ 1 and γ 2 , two non-parallel hyper-planes can be calculated as follows:
A new data point C ∈ n is assigned to class i using the following decision function.
), which is selected in this paper, where σ is the kernel parameter. Different working conditions identification of a pipeline is a typical multi-classification problem. In various multiclassification methods, more popular methods include OAA (One-Against-All) and OAO (One-Against-One). Because training data is balanced and the performance is stable in OAA, we chose the OAA method to recognize the different working conditions in a pipeline. 
IV. SIMULATION STUDY
All the methods are implemented in MATLAB R2014a and Flowmaster V7 environments on a PC with an Intel Pentium processor (2.90 GHz) and 6 GB RAM.
A. DATA GENERATION BY FLOWMASTER SOFTWARE
Leakage of the pipeline and the valve action are simulated by Flowmaster software [35] , [36] ; the establishment of the pipeline model is shown in Fig. 2 . When the pipeline model is established, according to the real pipeline environment, the elastic pipeline is used to establish the pipeline model. The length of the pipeline is 1,510 m with a diameter of 0.05 m, the roughness of the inside pipeline wall is 0.025 mm, and the reservoir height of constant head upstream and downstream are 120 m and 0 m, respectively. The pressure wave speed is 1,000 m/s, and the external temperature is 20 degrees Celsius. To emulate leaks, a flow ball valve is positioned at 1,010 m, and the leak aperture can be selected as 10 mm, 5 mm, 3 mm or 1 mm. Two pressure measuring nodes are placed at node 1 and node 2. The sampling rate is 100 Hz, and the simulation time is 40 s. When valve regulating occurs at 2 s and the leakage occurs at 20 s, the pressure changes under different working conditions, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . It can be seen from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that the amplitude of pressure is significant decreased and then increased rapidly at upstream and the amplitude of pressure is significant increased and decreased rapidly at downstream, when the regulating valve is opened. In 15 seconds, the amplitude of pressures fluctuation are stable at the pipeline ends.
The pressure difference of different leakage apertures is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . It can be seen from Fig. 5 and VOLUME 5, 2017 
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
To simulate the real working condition, the standard normal distribution random number is added to the pressure data collected at the ends of the pipeline, and thus multiple experimental data is generated. In this paper, 20 groups of experimental data are selected. The Flowmaster software generates noiseless data, but in real conditions, there exists some noise, such as measurement noise and environment noise. Therefore, a normal noise distribution with a zero mean and unit standard deviation is imposed on the data.
The measured pressure signals are decomposed by LMD, and then the reconstructed signals are de-noised based on wavelet analysis (the wavelet basis function is selected by db4, and a 7-layer signal is decomposed). On this basis, the fourth layers are selected for low-frequency reconstruction. In this way, the waveform change is beneficial for extracting the feature and locating the leak point. Thus, 20 groups of pressure signals are selected in each working condition, with 5 sets of data among 20 groups, as shown in Table 1 .
Based on analyzing six kinds of pressure waveforms with time domain and waveform features, one group of the feature values is calculated, and as shown in Fig. 7 .
C. RECOGNITION METHOD BASED ON LSTSVM
The features are different under normal condition, valve regulating, and different leakage apertures. Based on the above analysis, the LSTSVM recognizes different working conditions and the size of leakage apertures of the pipeline. In this simulation, feature vectors (absolute mean value, effective value, kurtosis, plus factor and peak value factor) are the inputs of the LSTSVM. The feature vectors of 84 groups (fourteen of each condition) are chosen as training samples and the others as testing samples. We employ libsvm to implement the multi-classifier of SVM, where the slack variable c is 10 and the kernel parameter σ is 1. We employ LS-SVMlab to implement the multi-classifier of LSSVM, where the slack variable c is 10 and the kernel parameter σ is 1. We set the slack variable c 1 = c 2 to 10, and the kernel parameter σ 1 = σ 2 to 1. The OAA method is used to accomplish multi-classification. A comparison of the testing results with SVM and LSSVM are shown in Table 2 , where Time is the program's run time.
The classification results of theses 36 testing samples are shown in Table 2 . The LSTSVM classification accuracy is 94.44% compared with the SVM or LSSVM classification accuracy of 90.48%. Additionally, less time is needed to run this program.
D. LEAK LOCATION
The LMD method is used to process the different working condition pressure signals at the ends of pipeline, and thus a series of PF components can be obtained. Several PF components are chosen that contain useful leak information by cross correlation as the reconstructed signal, and the reconstructed signal is de-noised by wavelet transform. Figs. 8-15 give the reconstructed results of the pressure signal at the end of the pipeline under 10 mm leakage aperture, 5 mm leakage aperture, 3 mm leakage aperture, and 1 mm leakage aperture, where the blue line represents that the signal is processed by improved LMD and wavelet analysis, and the red dashed line represents that the signal is processed by LMD and wavelet analysis.
It can be seen that the amplitude of the waveform changes gradually with a decrease in the leakage aperture, as shown in Figs. 8-15 .
When the leakage aperture reaches 1mm, the inflection point of the waveform is not easily distinguished, and the location error increases accordingly. The signal which is processed by the LMD and wavelet, is smoother than one processed by improved LMD and wavelet analysis, but the signal inflection point cannot be clearly distinguished. Therefore, the method in this paper, can more accurately acquire the leak information than the LMD and wavelet method, which is beneficial for leak recognition and localization. The generalized cross-correlation function of the processed signals at the ends of pipeline are shown in Fig. 16 .
The time difference is calculated by the generalized crosscorrelation analysis, and the leak location is calculated as by formula (20) . The formula can be obtained as:
where L is the length of pipeline, m; Lx is the distance from the leak point to the upstream sensor, m; v is the negative pressure wave propagation velocity, m/s; and t is the time delay estimation, s. When the leakage position occurs at 1,010 m, a comparison of the location results obtained with the proposed method and the LMD and wavelet method is shown in Table 3 , where the calculated localization is the mean of the 20 groups calculated.
Based on the above analysis, the proposed method has a better inflection point than the conventional method. From Table 3 , the proposed method can self-adaptively decompose the collected signal, extract the significant feature, and remove the noise. It can effectively locate pipeline leaks with higher accuracy of the time difference than the LMD and wavelet method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In pipeline leak detection, the non-stationary and non-linear characteristics of the collected signals are generated by different working conditions and influenced by noise. It is difficult to recognize the different leak apertures and locate the leak position. The proposed method can obtain better feature extraction results than LMD after wavelet analysis. The proposed approach is applied to extract the features with time domain characteristic and waveform characteristic under the different working conditions. The chosen feature vectors, absolute mean value, effective value, kurtosis, plus factor and peak value factor are input into the working condition classifier, and the LSTSVM recognizes different working conditions of the pipeline.
For the purpose of improving the accuracy of time-delay estimation and location, the proposed method is based on LMD and wavelet analysis in order to remove each frequency band of noise and improve the accuracy of the time delay estimation. The simulation results showed that the proposed method can obtain higher accuracy of the time delay, and reduce the location error.
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